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Bright Filer

BW Integrated Systems’ Bright Filer single filing system raises can manufacturing to a 
new level of productivity.  The Bright Filer was developed to accept bright cans in mass 
from an air conveyor, guide the cans at high speeds into a single file row, and present the 
cans to a discharge track.
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Bright Filer

Bright-Filers are also capable of handling base-coated, decorated, 
and flanged cans.  The potential flow rate, established by downstream 
demand, is considerably higher than the speeds attainable by 
conventional single-filing devices.

Through the use of BW Integrated Systems’ air conveyor, the Bright 
Filer keeps cans in constant motion as it single files them at speeds up 
to 2200 cans per minute.

The Bright Filer is engineered to help eliminate losses and downtime 
resulting from can jams that occur so often in conventional equipment.  
The cans remain upright during the entire single-filing operation, with 
minimal can-to-can contact, cushioned by the elevated air pressure.  
Simple adjustments during operation.  No multiple dampers to balance.  
The system is self-regulating - the rate of cans entering the Bright Filer 
is determined by the rate of cans leaving the discharge end which, in 
turn, is established by downstream demand.

Every feature designed into the Bright Filer was done so to make your 
production line more productive and more profitable.

Contact our experienced sales teams today for a comprehensive review 
of your application(s) and to see how our Bright Filer can benefit your 
company.

Features

• Integrates easily with existing 
equipment

• Single files aluminum or steel bright 
cans

• Speeds up to 2200 CPM

• Fast and easy changeover to 
different can sizes

• Automatically ejects downed cans

• Extremely fast ramp speed

• Equipped with a jam preventer

• Single files heavily etched and 
damaged cans

• 6 ft. and 10 ft. units available
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